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ABSTRACT 
The training development (TD) process of the future must be sound, but it must be more 
responsive and take less development time. In addition, it must satisfy future training 
requirements by applying information-age technologies instead of relying on instructor- 
led instruction. Distributed Learning (DL) is the delivery of training to soldiers and units 
at the right place and right time through the application of multiple means and 
technologies. 
The purpose of this field problem was to evaluate the redesigned Unit Administration 
Basic Course for the 84th United States Army Reserve Readiness Training Command 
(84th USARRTC) at Fort McCoy, Wisconsin, identifying both intended and unintended 
outcomes so decision-makers can make necessary adjustments in the instructional 
program. Since web-based training is new to the organization, the evaluation of this new 
program is extremely important. The Army's System S Approach to Training (SAT), was 
used as a model for both the evaluation and validation process for data 
collection/analysis. Evaluation is the cornerstone of quality training. A review of 
literature was conducted on distance learning, formative and summative evaluation, and 
validation. 
The mission of the 84th USARRTC is to develop and maintain conventional and 
distributive learning courseware that will enhance the quality of instruction while 
expanding training opportunities. Its goal is to optimize the readiness of our Soldiers, 
Civilians, and Units by providing state-of-the-art learning, anytime, anywhere in support 
of America's Army. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
The Army Reserve Readiness Training Center's roots at Fort McCoy date to 
1973, when one of two Administration Supply Technician schools was established as part 
of the Army Reserve's Civilian Personnel Office. The first class was taught in January 
1974 with special funding from the Chief, Army Reserve to U.S. Army Forces 
Command. It has gone through several changes and grown over the years to its present 
size. 
In recent times, Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom revealed a 
shortage of trained and qualified Soldiers and leaders in the reserve forces. To improve 
Soldier skills, leader competency, and unit readiness, the 84th U.S. Army Reserve 
Readiness Training Command (84th USARRTC) was created in 2004, combining the 
84th Division (Institutional Training) and the Army Reserve Readiness Training Center 
(ARRTC). The creation of the 84th USARRTC restructures the training assets of the 
Army Reserve into a more dynamic and responsive organization, eliminating obsolete 
teaching material and redundancy. Its goal is to optimize the readiness of our Soldiers, 
Civilians, and Units by providing state-of-the-art learning, anytime, anywhere. 
The 84th USARRTC is divided into one Schools Brigade, and four Training 
Directorates. Each will be functionally aligned with the Army's Training and Doctrine 
Command (TRADOC), to ensure Soldiers receive the most relevant, doctrinally correct 
training possible. A significant amount of the training will occur in the virtual 
environment, reducing constraints imposed by geographically disbursed soldiers and the 
cost of facilities. 
The 84th USARRTC is the only institution designed to train Army Reserve 
personnel. This includes the full time workforce and troop program unit (TPU) soldiers. 
It is often called "The Schoolhouse of the Army Reserve" and trains the Reserve force to 
"go to work." It provides functional training both in resident and decentralized forums. 
The primary mission is to design, develop, and implement U.S. Army Reserve functional 
training for the full-time support program consisting of the full spectrum of military and 
civilian members of the Armed Forces. 
In addition to resident training, the ~ 4 ' ~  USARRTC provides mobile training teams 
and Distributive Learning (DL) using state-of-the art learning capabilities. Specific 
training includes functional training in the areas of personnel, training and operations, 
mobilization and movement, logistics, resource and information management, and 
instructor management. 
One of the original courses established in ARRTC was the Unit Administration 
Basic Course (UABC). The purpose of the UABC is to prepare civil service employees 
assigned to reserve component positions on administrative procedures. The UABC is a 
balance of art, science, and skill. The materials help prepare students as advisors for 
reserve component soldiers. This course provides students with the basic knowledge and 
skills needed to perform the functions of a Unit Administrator (UA) andlor Unit 
Administration Technician (UAT) as based on the job description of a Department of the 
Army Civilian employee. In September 2001, the USAR Command directed the 84th 
USARRTC to convert the resident two week (80 hour) UABC into a web-based course 
offering, to be completed as soon as practicable, to cut the cost of training of the UAs. 
The decision was also made to outsource the courseware development of the web-based 
materials for the UABC to a contractor. 
This revised course will assist the 84th USARRTC in fulfilling its mission of 
. providing standardized instruction through expanded use of distance learning 
technologies. Originally scheduled for completion in January, 2004, it was rescheduled 
to October, 2004. As of October 2004, the UABC is now a two phased offering. 
Phase I provides asynchronous, web-based Interactive Multimedia Instruction (IMI) 
and will provide knowledge of selected skills required to perform basic level Army 
Reserve unit administration. This IMI consists of 24 lessons in personnel, administration, 
resource management, training, logistics, physical security, personnel security, and unit 
readiness. The estimated time for completing Phase I is about 40 to 45 hours. Phase I is 
a prerequisite for attendance and participation in Phase 11. Phase I1 is a two-week 
resident course designed to provide the student with an opportunity to experience actual 
hands-on training primarily in the personnel and administrative arena that require 
automation and an increased student to instructor interaction. It also includes some 
sample job performance opportunities required by the current UA or UAT Job 
Description (Appendix H) from the Civilian Personnel Advisory Center at Fort McCoy, 
Wisconsin. 
In addition to Department of the Army civilian employees, any Active Guard 
Reserve soldiers or rear detachment TPU members of deployed Army Reserve units 
performing the duties of the UA or UAT may attend this course. 
Statement of the Problem 
The original justification used to revise this course and task the 84th USARRTC to 
create the two-phase UABC, was to meet a training shortfall of newly hired UAs. As the 
job of a UA has evolved since the original tasking in the 1970's, a UA cannot get all the 
training necessary in one two-week course. The current UABC cannot cover the 
combined automation application training and the other personnel and administration 
tasks within the 80 hours of instruction. Therefore, to meet the current job requirements, 
a two-phase approach is needed to overcome this training deficiency. 
Evaluation of the redesigned UABC is a systematic, continuous process to 
appraise the course's quality (efficiency, deficiency, and effectiveness). Evaluation, to 
include validation, may determine the worth of this revised training program; determine 
if objectives have been met; andlor appraise the value of a new training technique. It is 
the means by which an evaluator provides management recommendations so it can decide 
on actions to improve the educatiodtraining. It also provides 
informatiodrecommendations to prove the value/worth of the education training 
(surnrnative evaluation). 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the redesigned UABC, identifying both 
intended and unintended outcomes so decision-makers can make necessary adjustments 
in the instructional program. The 84th USARRTC needs a course validation summary 
and a course evaluation plan as a means of meeting requirements of the Systems 
Approach to Training (SAT), which requires that new or revised courses be evaluated and 
validated for all functional training. Because web-based training is new to the 
organization, the evaluation of this new program is extremely important. 
Assumptions of the Study 
The following assumptions are made with regard to the outcomes of this research 
study: 
1. The 84th USARRTC will use the information provided from the study as a basis for 
their final decision on how courses should be redesigned. 
2. The ~ 4 ' ~  USARRTC Training and Development Directorate will integrate distributive 
learning into course evaluation and validation plans in future redesigns. 
3. That the students used as the respondents for the group trials and operational tryouts 
are representative of the target population. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are used throughout the research paper. 
Active Guard Reserve. Active Guard Reserve soldiers serve on full-time military 
duty in support of the Reserve components (U. S. Army, 2003b) 
Army. The Regular Army, Army of the United States Army National Guard of the 
United States, and the United States Army Reserve (U. S. Army, 2003b). 
Content validation. The process used to verify that the information in the course 
materials is technically and doctrinally accurate (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Distance learning. Also referred to as distributed learning (DL; U. S. Army, 
2004a). 
Distributed learning. The delivery of standardized training at the right place and 
time through the use of multiple means and technology. Distributed learning may 
involve student-instructor interaction in real time (synchronous) and non-real time 
(asynchronous) (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Education. Instruction with increased knowledge, skill, andlor experience as the 
desired outcome. This is in contrast to training, where a task or performance basis 
is used and specific conditions and standards are used to assess individual 
proficiency (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Evaluation. A systematic, continuous process to appraise the quality (or determine 
the deficiency), efficiency and effectiveness of a program, process or product. It 
provides the mechanism for decision-makers to assure quality (U. S. Army, 
2004a). 
External evaluation. The evaluation process used to determine if the training and 
training products received meet the needs of the operational Army and the 
training institution continues to produce graduates and training products that meet 
established job performance requirements (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Formal evaluations. An evaluation of an organizatiodunit conducted by higher 
echelon personnel as a scheduled, planned activity (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Full-Time Support (FTS) Program. This program includes civilian personnel, 
members of the Active Army, and personnel serving on Active Guard Reserve 
status for the purposes of organizing, administering, recruiting, instructing, or 
training the U.S. Army Reserve (U. S. Army, 2003b). 
Functional course/training. Training designed to qualify leaders, soldiers, and 
civilians for assignment to duty positions that require specific functional skills 
and knowledge (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Group trial. The process used to validate a lessodlesson plan's individual 
objectives based on observations and statistical analysis. The training developer 
gathers information by exposing a group of volunteers from the target audience to 
the instructional materials (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Individual trial. The process that starts looking at the educational sufficiency of 
instructional materials to verify if they work. The purpose is to get an initial 
determination whether or not the materials train or educate the objective (U. S. 
Army, 2004a). 
Informal evaluation. An evaluation conducted by an on-site leader/instructor 
during the actual conduct of the training. The leader/instructor provides real-time 
feedback on the training and the proficiency resulting from that training (U. S. 
Army, 2004a). 
Interactive multimedia instruction. A group of computer-based training products. 
This includes materials that are commonly used in IMI products, electronic 
products used for the delivery of the delivery of instruction, and software 
management tools used to support instructional programs (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Internal evaluation. The evaluation process used to determine if the objectives of 
the training have been met and verifies the effective use of the SAT process to 
meet minimum essential requirements (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Non-resident training. Training presented to students that is not 
instructor/facilitator-led and does not take place in residence, e.g., it takes place in 
Army learning centers, DL classrooms, and student residences. Instruction is self- 
paced (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Operational tryout. Process used to validate a course, lesson or lesson plan's 
individual objectives, based on observations and statistical analysis. The 
developer gathers information by conducting the training with actual students 
from the target audience (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Resident training. Training presented, managed, and controlled by an on-site 
instructor or facilitator, small group leader, or otherwise designated trainer. Also 
know as Instructor-led training (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
System approach to training (SAT). The Army's training development process 
involves five phases of training: analysis, design, development, implementation, 
and evaluation. It determines whether training is needed; who and what is 
trained; and how and where the training is presented (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
TRADOC. Training and Doctrine Command (U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Training developer. The individual whose function is to analyze, design, develop, 
and evaluate training and training products, to include development of training 
strategies, plans, and products to support resident, non-resident, and unit training 
(U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Training development (TD). The Army's training development process is the 
SAT. It is a systematic, spiral approach to making training decisions (U. S. Army, 
2004a). 
U.S. Army Reserve - A Federal force, consisting of individual reinforcements and 
units organized to provide military training in peacetime and trained units and 
individuals reservists to be ordered to active duty in the event of a national 
emergency (U. S. Army, 2003b). 
Validation. The process involves content, individual and group validation trials 
and operational trials and is used to determine if newlrevised courses and training 
productslmaterials accomplish their intended purpose efficiently and effectively 
(U. S. Army, 2004a). 
Limitations of the Study 
This study will not address the cost effectiveness of the U. S. Army Reserve 
Command directing conversion of UABC in order to "cut the cost" of training. Because 
of the unique nature of the Unit Administration Basic Course, results of this survey will 
not generally be applicable outside the 84th USARRTC. This study is limited to 
TRADOC regulatory policies and procedures. The students were selected by the U. S. 
Army Reserve Command. 
Methodology 
A review of literature was conducted on distance learning, evaluation, and 
validation. The TRADOC's SAT was used as a model for both the evaluation and 
validation process for data collection/analysis. 
Chapter 11: Literature Review 
Army Training and Doctrine 
The Army's most recent training transformation occurred during the late 70s and 
early 80s, the difficult period following the Vietnam War, as we faced the threat of a large- 
scale war with the Soviet Union (U. S. Army, 1999). The establishment of the Training 
and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) in 1973 and visionary TRADOC commanders 
changed how the Army prepared for war. The fundamental principles of the first training 
modernization are still the foundation of Army training. However, technology has greatly 
altered today's training environment, and it will lead us into another training 
transformation. TRADOC will ensure meeting the Army's requirement for tough, realistic 
training by using information age technologies and a mix of virtual, constructive, and live 
training. 
The training development (TD) process of the future must be sound, but it must be 
more responsive and take less development time (U. S. Army, 1999). In addition, it must 
satisfy future training requirements by applying information-age technologies instead of 
relying on instructor-led instruction. Distributed Learning (DL) is the delivery of training 
to soldiers and units at the right place and right time through the application of multiple 
means and technologies. It includes training provided via paper-based correspondence 
courses; video tele-training; simulations; and Interactive Multimedia Instruction (IMI) 
courseware provided via electronic media (e.g., CD-ROM; internet) for completion at 
home, in a learning center, or in a unit deployed at an operational site. Extensive 
worldwide corporate and government electronic networks provide a range of capabilities 
for distributing learning in either a synchronouslreal time or asynchronous mode, from 
simple text transmissions to video teleconferencing. The following points clarify the 
concept: 
Length of resident attendance can be shortened with the soldier receiving training 
at home or duty station. 
. Resident course offerings can be reduced; only those courses that require a high 
degree of personal interactivity, benefit from group dynamics, or are equipment or 
range dependent will be taught in residency. 
Redesign of a resident course into distance learning modules can reduce 
classroom time from approximately 20% to 60%. 
Service schools will evolve into distribution networks that send more training to 
the troops rather than vice-versa. 
TRA DOC 's SA T 
Instructional Systems Design (1SD)ISystems Approach to Training (SAT) is a 
systems approach that ensures an effective, cost efficient "training solution" when 
problems are determined to be caused by a lack of knowledge and skills on the part of the 
job performer (U. S. Department of Defense, 1999). Both ISD and SAT use the same 
process to analyze, design, develop, implement, and evaluate. The major difference 
between them is the entry point to the analysis phase. The ISD process has been used for 
the development of individual type instructional programs. The ISD analysis phase entry 
point is at training situation, mission, or job analysis, followed by individual task 
analysis, and then training task analysis. The SAT process has been used for the 
development of collective and individual type instructional programs. The SAT analysis 
phase entry point is normally at mission analysis followed by collective task, job 
analysis, individual task analysis, and then training task analysis. 
Army Training Developers use the SAT, as defined on page 12, as its ISD (U. S. 
Army, 1999). The Reserve Components are taking a proactive role in the analysis, 
design, development, and validation of courses. The 84th USARRTC is part of the 
Army's training strategy and applies SAT to all training programs for which it has final 
approval responsibility. The SAT is a logical approach to making training decisions. It 
involves training-related phases of analysis, design, development, and implementation, 
and the evaluation process. 
Analysis identifies and describes job tasks and determines what needs to be 
trained (U. S. Army, 1999). Design plans training and translates analysis data into a 
structure for training. Development produces resident and distributive training programs 
and materials. Implementation conducts training using the developed materials and 
maintains/improves materials developed. Evaluation provides input to all phases and 
measures the impact of products and outcomes which then enables command and 
management to make more effective decisions for continuous improvement. Evaluation 
is a continuous process. 
The normal training development process for a new training requirement begins 
with evaluation of a performance problem or a perceived training requirement and 
proceeds with other analyses, followed by design, development, and implementation of 
the training (U. S. Army, 1999). All phases do not have to be followed in order; each 
phase may be entered individually as needed for revision of an existing course/workshop. 
The 84th USAFZRTC initiates new courses when tasked to do so. In this instance, 
the "needs analysis" is assumed to have been conducted. Additionally, concepts for a 
new course may come from demand by the field or changes in doctrine, mission or 
organization. The 84th USAFZRTC is increasingly being asked to redesign courses using 
current distance learning techniques, as was the case with the UABC. 
Army Distance Learning 
The term distance learning, also termed distance education, and most recently 
coined distributed learning, has been an alternative to the traditional classroom for over one 
hundred years (U. S. Army, 1999). Distance learning concepts free some of the training 
courses from the boundaries of the resident classroom. TRADOC further defines distance 
learning as delivering standardized training using multiple media and technologies when 
and where it is needed. It includes providing individual, collective, and self-development 
training to Army member and units. Distance learning may involve student-instructor 
interaction in both real time (synchronous) and non-real (asynchronous). Courses can be 
designed in phases or modules using multimedia to meet target population requirements at 
various locations/times to support a DL training strategy. Training in the military is 
extensive, with millions of dollars spent on travel costs. The potential for cost savings 
through DL is clearly substantial. 
Learning is defined as a change, or the capacity to change, one's level of ability or 
knowledge (Abell, 2000). The change is relatively lasting and results from experience such 
as practice (Newby, Stepich, Lehman, & Russel, 1996). An adult learner is defined as one 
who: ( I )  performs social roles that our culture assigns to adults (e.g., worker, spouse, 
soldier, responsible citizen), and (2) perceives himself to be responsible for his life 
(Wlodkowski, 1993). In designing distance learning, trainers must address the needs of 
adult learners as well as barriers to DL. Adults need to know why they should learn what is 
being taught; be self-directing; share their experiences; use what they have learned; employ 
a problem-centered approach to learning; and feel competent. Regardless of whether 
training takes place in an instructor-led classroom or in a distance learning environment, 
researchers in adult learning recommend trainers address each of these needs. 
The major challenge to achieving effective learning through DL means is the 
ability to gain and sustain learner attention throughout the training session (U. S. Army, 
2004b). The primary obstacles to sustaining learner attention are that (1) distance 
learners have fewer opportunities to provide and receive feedback from trainers, (2) 
learners conditioned to watch television passively might bring that passivity to DL, 
especially synchronous instruction, (3) learners may lose track of where they are in the 
instruction, (4) distance learners are often told how to do something rather than shown. 
Dr. Millie Abell, author of Soldiers as Distance Learners: What Army Trainers 
Need to Know (2000), states that distance learning differs from traditional classroom 
instruction in that the former delivers training to soldiers at times and places convenient 
to them via technology. Despite advantages distance learning provides, this approach 
challenges trainers because learner motivation and, in turn, attention are harder to sustain. 
Motivation energizes the learner and directs his attention. Attention, which is 
prerequisite to learning, is sustained when learners are relaxed and alert to the stimuli that 
the trainer wants learners to perceive. The major reason students do not recall instruction 
is because they were not paying attention in the first place (Rose & Nicholl, 1998). 
Wlodkowski (1993) finds a 90% criteria helpful -- when less than 90% of the learners are 
paying attention, an intervention is required, whether it be a break or a change in the 
lesson activity. 
TRADOC Pamphlet 350-70- 12, Distributed Learning - Managing Courseware 
Production and Implementation (U. S. Army, 2004b) suggests the following design 
fundamentals for motivating learners: 
(1) Grab the learners' attention and stimulate curiosity within the first two 
minutes of instruction. 
(2) Communicate to the learners why they need to know the trained task or skill. 
(3) Influence the learners' attitudes concerning the subject and identify what they 
should know or do. 
(4) Giving learners control. 
(5) Demonstrate a high level of enthusiasm for the subject matter. 
(6) Challenge learners, but at the same time give realistic expectations for success. 
(7) Use both male and female voices to hold learner interest, especially for 
asynchronous instruction. 
Another norm category is involvement (U. S. Army, 2004a). The following 
actions can be used to involve learners: 
(1) Including active, meaningful learner involvement at least 30% of the time for 
synchronous instruction, and between 40 and 50% of the time for asynchronous 
instruction. Allocating the time in short segments throughout the lesson. 
(2) Actively involving learners during the middle of the instructional period 
(when recall is at its lowest point) by including a mix of learner-learner, learner- 
content, and learner-instructor interactions. 
(3) Including multi-sensory activities, that is, visual, auditory, and kinetic. 
(4) Involve learners in role-playing scenarios, problem solving, and case studies 
designed to grab and hold attention. 
(5) Provide feedback. 
One of the barriers to distance learners is that they are told, not shown (U. S. 
Army, 2004b). DL course design techniques must illustrate, demonstrate, or visualize 
learning objectives by: (1) Using graphics, pictures, animation, or video to illustrate or 
demonstrate action, rather than using text or a talking head. (2) Using animation to 
demonstrate processes that are difficult to visualize from verbal descriptions, or too 
costly, too dangerous, or impractical to videotape. (3) Using video to demonstrate 
procedures requiring motion and stimulate critical thinking and discussion. (4) Triggering 
image visualization by telling stories, relating examples of action, and using analogies. 
In support of this, research shows that a picture is three times more effective than words 
alone, and words and pictures together are six times more effective than words alone 
(Pike, 1994). In working with Army trainers to produce distance learning instruction, Dr. 
Tom Cyrs, then Director of New Mexico State University's Center for Instructional 
Development and Evaluation, maintained that the instructional developer's most 
important skill is the ability to think visually, using both word-pictures and iconic 
representations (Abell, 2000). Trainers produce a far more powerful experience when the 
learner sees the results of their writing and does not just read or hear them. 
A fundamental principle in the design of DL training is that individuals learn most 
effectively on their own when following a structured, guided training program (U. S. 
Army, 2004b). Effective DL training designs include branching (that is, basing the 
student's next step on the last response or pattern of responses), to account for differences 
in student learning abilities and the lack of immediate access to an instructor, and use of 
diagnostic pretests to reduce or eliminate instruction the learner does not require. 
Army distance learning courseware must address the diverse needs of adult 
learners (Abell, 2000). In addition to needs of adult learners, trainers must also consider 
characteristics of Generations X and Y such as the following: their inclination for 
independent learning experiences that incorporate fast-paced and visually intensive 
instruction, their need for frequent interactions with corresponding feedback, and their 
strong desire to experience a sense of accomplishment. Trainers must address barriers 
inherent in distance learning by incorporating the following into at-distance instruction: 
increased student-to-instructor feedback, more interactivity, highly structured learning 
activities to ensure distance learners do not lose track of where they are, and highly visual 
presentations. Army research indicates that soldiers perform significantly better when 
trainers incorporate these four features into instruction, an activity that is imperative in 
light of today's trend toward proliferation of reusable courseware. Army DL courseware 
designers must be trained in instructional design techniques that address these needs. 
The prior knowledge a learner brings to a task plays a central role in the acquisition 
of new learning (McCormick & Pressler, 1997). If a learner is unable to access prior 
knowledge helshe has lost access to foundational blocks that support new learning. 
Selecting major concepts and related vocabulary was central in the training design for 
Phase I. Conversion of the resident UABC to DL formats offers ~ 4 ' ~  USARRTC an 
enormous opportunity to re-look at the quality of existing course and transform it into 
experiences appealing to and effective for today's UAs. 
Yet lessons learned from academia, industry, and other government organizations 
suggest that much of the DL under development follows either a textbook or a lecture 
template (Abell, 2000). Moreover, as trainers and educators redesign courses in 
preparation for DL, they spend a disproportionate share of time adding material into lessons 
rather than incorporating activities that increase the learner's openness to the content and 
that foster discovery of personal meaning in that content. Arthur Combs' Theory of 
Perceptual Psychology is used as a framework for presenting research in two areas (as cited 
in Abell, 2000). First, it discusses how to make learners more receptive to new content. 
Secondly it focuses on ways to help them discover personal meaning in that content. In 
terms of being receptive to content, the author examines Bandura's research on increasing 
self-efficacy by framing feedback positively and in terms of gains being made, and by 
seeing mastery as acquirable rather than inherited. 
Dr. Millie Abell, author of Deepening Distributed Learning: Motivating Soldiers to 
Learn, Grow, Achieve (2003), states that web-based or online learning makes distance 
learning more challenging to Army trainers and students. Army research indicates that 
distance learners perform significantly better when trainers pay close attention to the 
quality of courseware design and delivery. Why is it important for soldiers to master 
learning how to learn? Kerry and Isakson's December 2000 report to the President and 
Congress, entitled The Power of the Internet for Learning: Movingfiom Promise to 
Practice, projects that within three to five years approximately 50% of employees' skills 
will be obsolete. Thus, trainers and educators need to develop learners who can live 
comfortably with rapid change and with their ability to develop in the future. 
It should be noted that Army instructors, like their students, will likewise feel 
uncomfortable adopting new training strategies, and will need guidance in how to 
develop new skills (Abell, 2003). Joyce, Weil, and Calhouns' Models of Teaching (2000) 
describes research findings for a series of studies conducted between 1968 to1 983. The 
studies, which focused on instructor acquisition of new teaching skills, found that 
teachers had to see new strategies demonstrated up to 20 times, and they had to practice 
these strategies approximately 12 times before they became proficient with them. The 
study concluded that only 10% of the instructors, at most, were able to deal with the 
discomfort of learning a new instructional strategy on their own, and most wanted 
detailed guidance and feedback before they would adopt the strategy. Thus, Army train- 
the-trainer programs should provide training in models, which are often foreign to 
instructors, such as group investigation, structured inquiry, non-directive teaching, and 
experiential learning. 
Evaluation 
As is common with terms that are part of our general vocabulary, there is some 
confusion concerning the meaning of the term evaluation as it applies especially to 
classroom instruction (Gronlund, 1990). In some instances, it is used as a synonym for 
the term measurement. In other cases, it is used interchangeably with the term testing. 
Thus, when teachers administer achievement tests, they might say that they are "testing" 
achievement, "measuring" achievement, or "evaluating" achievement, with little regard 
for these terms' specific meaning. In other cases, evaluation is used as a collective term 
for those appraisal methods that do not depend on measurement. This use of the two 
terms distinguishes "evaluations as qualitative descriptions of pupil behavior" (e.g., 
anecdotal records o f behavior), as opposed to "measurements," which are quantitative 
descriptions (e.g., test scores). 
One of the distinctive features of the evaluation process is the use of a wide variety 
of procedures. These may be classified and described in many different ways, depending 
on the frame of reference used. One such classification system follows the sequence in 
which evaluation procedures are likely to be used in classroom instruction (Airasian & 
Madaus, 1972). These categories classify the evaluation of pupil performance in the 
following manner: 
Determine pupil performance at the beginning of instruction (placement 
evaluation). 
Monitor learning progress during instruction (formative evaluation). 
Diagnose learning difficulties during instruction (diagnostic evaluation). 
Evaluate achievement at the end of instruction (summative evaluation). 
The major concept in Dick and Carey's The Systematic Design of Instruction 
(1 990) describes formative evaluation as the process instructors use to obtain data in order 
to revise their instruction to make it more efficient and effective. The emphasis in 
formative evaluation is on the collection and analysis of data and the revision of the 
instructional materials. When a final version of the instruction is produced, other 
evaluators may collect data to determine its effectiveness (sumrnative evaluation). 
There are three basic phases of formative evaluation (Dick & Carey, 1990). The 
first is one-to-one or clinical evaluation. In this initial phase the designer works with 
individual students to obtain data to revise the materials. The second stage of formative 
evaluation is a small-group evaluation. A group of eight to 20 students who are 
representative of the target population study the materials on their own and are tested to 
collect the required data. The third stage of formative evaluation is usually a field trial. 
The number of students is not of particular consequence; often 30 are sufficient. The 
emphasis in the field trial in on the testing of the procedures required for the instruction in 
the classroom to be as close to the "real world as possible. These three phases of 
formative evaluation are typically preceded by the review of instruction by interested 
specialists who are not directly involved in the instructional development project, but have 
relevant expertise. 
Within the Department of Defense, the formative evaluation process begins 
during analysis and continues through small-group tryout in the development stage of 
ISDISAT (U. S. Department of Defense, 2001). Within each stage - analysis, design, 
development, and implementation - formative evaluation seeks to improve the quality of 
the processes and products of ISDISAT. In some organizations, formative evaluation is 
equated to four stages of validation - technical accuracy reviews, individual tryouts, small 
group tryouts, and operational tryouts. Formative evaluation is a form of evaluation 
designed to collect data and information that is used to improve the processes and 
products of the ISDISAT process while the system is still being developed. Formative 
evaluation is also used when the design or development phases are reentered to update or 
revise the system. 
Sumrnative evaluation is defined as the design of evaluation studies and the 
collection of data to verify the effectiveness of instructional materials with target learners 
(U. S. Department of Defense, 2001). Its main purpose is to make go-no go decisions 
about maintaining currently used instructional materials or about adopting materials that 
have the potential for meeting an organization's defined instructional needs. The 
materials evaluated may or may not have undergone formative evaluation and revision. 
A summative evaluation has two main phases: expert judgment.and field trial 
(Dick & Carey, 1990). The purpose of the expert judgment phase is to determine 
whether presently used materials or other candidate materials have the potential for 
meeting an organization's defined needs. The purpose of the field-trial phase is to 
document the effectiveness of promising materials with target group members in the 
intended setting. 
Dana Gaines Robinson and James C. Robinson (1989) take a hard-line approach 
to evaluating training in Training for Impact: How to Link Training to Business Needs 
and Measure Results. Their main point is the need to refocus evaluation from counting 
training activity to determining training's impact on the organization's business needs. 
Much of the Robinsons' work derives from Donald Kirkpatrick (1987)' who introduced 
the concept of evaluation levels to describe effectiveness of training. Each increase in 
level measures training effectiveness at a deeper level of change. Level-one (reactions) 
evaluation deals with initial customer satisfaction; level-two (learning) evaluation deals 
with change in skill or knowledge level as a result of training; level-three (behavior- 
performance) evaluation deals with measuring behavior on the job; and level-four 
(results) evaluation, deals with return on investment - the impact of training on business 
results. 
The Army's definition of evaluation categorizes it into two types: internal and 
external (U. S. Army, 2004~). Internal evaluation gathers internal feedback and 
management data from the educationltraining instructional system environment and 
external evaluation determines if soldiers can meet job performance requirements, require 
all the instruction received, and need any additional instruction not received. Internal 
evaluation in the military is closely related to Kirkpatrick's Framework of Evaluation: 
level-one (reactions) and level-two (learning) while external evaluation is related to level- 
three (behavior-performance) and level-four (results) evaluation. 
Evaluation in business and industry programs is geared more to the bottom line 
(Brinkerhoff, 1987). Kirkpatrick's four-step model focuses completely on outcome. 
Hamblin's (1974)) model, considerably more extensive than Kirkpatrick's approach, also 
focuses on results and impacts. Later writing by Kearlsley (1982) and Phillips (1983) 
stresses costhenefit methods and other "hard data" approaches to assessing the effects 
and value of training. Brinkerhoff's Six-Stage Model presents a comprehensive 
evaluation model that incorporates the strong results-oriented aspects of the above 
models and also strong formative, improvement-oriented aspects. 
Validation 
Evaluation touches all phases of the SAT and provides empirical data to support 
SAT decisions (U. S. Army, 2004a). Validation is a specialized part of the evaluation 
function. It is generally performed during the design and development phases of the 
training development process. Validation performs a quality control function. By 
eliminating the deficiencies identified by the intense scrutiny that the products are given 
during validation, effective, efficient training is produced. What the military world calls 
validation, the academic world normally refers to as formative evaluation, field test, pilot 
test, or alphas test. While sometimes distinctions are made to indicate how these terms 
are different, the final goal of all of them is to ensure that the training product actually 
trains as intended. 
The instruction should undergo validation to prove that the instruction provides 
graduates with knowledge, skills, and attitudes to meet job performance requirements 
(U. S. Army, 2004a). If deficiencies are found in the instruction during validation, they 
are corrected before course implementation. Validation consists of technical accuracy 
review (content), individual tryouts (trials), and small-group tryouts which are conducted 
as a part of formative evaluation and operational (field) tryouts which make up 
summative evaluation. A review of TRADOC's validation process is located at 
Appendix J. 
Validation assesses the effectiveness of instruction while it is being developed 
with the intention of improving it. It is a process of repetitive cycles of development, 
tryouts, and revisions until evidence shows that the instruction is effective. 
For a training system to be effective, adequate planning should take place in the 
initial stages of training development (U. S. Army, 2004a). A part of that planning is the 
evaluation plan which often includes a plan of how the instruction is to be validated. 
These plans can be separate or can be subsets of other plans. Validation planning is 
essential for successful implementation of an instructional system. A validation plan 
provides instructional developers and instructors with a "road map" for validating the 
instruction. A validation plan provides organization and creditability to the validation 
process. In Chapter 111, we will discuss the evaluation/validation plan for the UABC. 
Chapter 111: Methodology 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the redesigned UABC, identifying both 
intended and unintended outcomes so decision-makers can make necessary adjustments 
in the instructional program. The 84" USARRTC needs an evaluation plan as a means of 
meeting one of the requirements of the SAT, which requires an evaluation plan for all 
functional training. Because web-based training is new to the organization, the 
evaluation of this new program is extremely important. 
The objectives of this study were to: 
1. Develop a training evaluation plan to articulate the procedures that will be used to 
validate specific lessons of the UABC IMI courseware. 
2. Validate the courseware content, the adequacy of the learning environment, and to 
verify the courseware functions in the intended operational environment. 
Chapter 3 of this research paper discusses the type and method of evaluation, the 
evaluation steps to be taken, and procedures for collecting information, instruments to be 
used in collection, procedures for data analysis, and the methods of reporting findings. 
The schedule for the evaluation is described and the resource requirements are listed. 
This document is intended to define an all-encompassing evaluation of the IMI 
courseware with the evaluation roles and responsibilities spanning the government and 
contractor team. The intent is to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the course. 
Scope 
UABC is a mandatory requirement for newly hired U. S. Army Reserve UAs. 
The primary purpose of this course is to provide information to UAs. UABC (IMI) will 
have a designated post-test that will be administered on the first day of the resident Phase 
11. The results will be maintained by the Training Development Directorate, ~ 4 ' ~  ARRTC 
for further coordination and resolution of content with higher headquarters. 
The training evaluation plan presented in this document is limited in scope to 
validation of the content and verification of proper operation of the courseware in its 
intended training environments. This document will describe the procedures for 
evaluating UABC courseware. The courseware to be validated is found in Appendix I. 
Types of Planned Evaluation 
The following objectives were derived from the TRADOC IMI Implementing 
Instructions, TRADOC PAM 350-70-2 (U. S. Army, 2003a), and commercial best 
practices. These objectives further define the scope of the training evaluation for UABC. 
Validate the content is correct, challenge the student, and demonstrate mastery 
of the training content. 
Reveal logistical, technical, and educational problems that may occur when 
the entire course is implemented as a whole. 
The vast majority of training development programs within TRADOC and 
commercial industry employ one of two types of training evaluation: formative 
evaluation and summative evaluation. Both types can meet the stated objectives of this 
evaluation but programmatic realities dictate a formative evaluation for UABC. 
Formative evaluation. Formative evaluation is a method of judging the worth of a 
program while the program activities are forming or happening. Through examination of 
instructional methods and materials, as they are being developed, formative evaluation 
seeks to maximize the probability that they will be adequate, consistent and accurate 
when implemented in actual training. 
84th USARRTC favors formative evaluation for distance learning XXI-based 
courseware for several reasons: 
1. Formative evaluation best integrates with the development process and 
philosophy contemplated in the statement of work. 
The volume of courseware conversion of UABC development dictates a 
structured, phased approach to courseware development involving extensive content 
development and review. These long periods of content development lend themselves 
well to a parallel validation effort that ensures that content is validated incrementally so 
the development team does not progress to the next phase of development until the 
content from the last phase is validated. This lowers programmatic risk considerably, 
spreading the evaluation process over time, rather than relying on a large post-facto 
evaluation that could reveal major problems. 
2. Formative evaluation best leverages school resources who are already engaged 
in the development process. 
Development of UABC (IMI) has and will continue to require significant 
commitment of government personnel resources. Formative evaluation provides the 
opportunity to leverage many of these resources for the evaluation process. 
Summative evaluation. Summative evaluation is a method of judging the worth of 
a program at the end of the program activities. The focus is on the outcome. Summative 
evaluation involves judging the value of a training course at the end of the program 
development. It includes the collection of data to verify the effectiveness of instructional 
materials to be given to the selected participants. Surnmative evaluation is set up to 
determine whether or not the designated instruction will be used or other types of 
instruction identified for use with the targeted learners. This type of evaluation will be 
performed during the UABC operational tryouts. 
Methods of Evaluation 
This section defines the methods of evaluation. Within TRADOC and commercial 
industry, formative evaluation can include any combination of the following methods 
(U. S. Department of Defense, 2001): 
Design Review - customer reviews the overall training product as it is being 
developed, focusing on the overall design (delivery method, testing strategy, 
learning objectives, instructional techniques, etc.) 
Content (Expert Review) - customer convenes a subject matter expert panel to 
review training products focusing exclusively on content (TLO-ELO-Learning 
Step-Content-testing). 
Individual Trials (One-to-one) - training developer facilitates review of selected 
courseware by a sample individual from the user population to evaluate the 
implementation and learning experience. 
Group Trials (Small Group) - training developer facilitates review of selected 
courseware by a small group (usually 3-5 individuals) from the user population to 
evaluate the implementation and learning experience. 
Operational Tryout - large sample from user population take completed training 
to evaluate the system implementation in an operational environment. 
Ongoing Evaluation - continuous evaluation post-implementation. 
UABC Courseware Evaluation Approach 
This training evaluation plan leverages these methods: design review, content 
validation, group trials, and operational tryouts (U. S. Department of Defense, 2001). 
Design reviews have been part of the delivery order process from the beginning and are 
reflected in the project master schedule. Content reviews, group trials, and operational 
tryouts are recommended to offer a more proactive role in the validation of design, 
content, and implementation. 
Design reviews. The project master schedule for UABC development lays out 
phases and milestones that allow the Training Center to provide input, review, and 
approve the design of the courseware throughout the development process. A critical part 
of the evaluation plan is the review of the deliverables at each milestone and acceptance 
of those deliverables with changes noted at the milestone In-Process Review (IPR). 
Expert review (content). Expert reviews shall be conducted at the discretion of the 
Training Center. The objective of expert reviews is to validate the instructional content 
throughout the development in preparation for the design reviews as laid out in the master 
project schedule. 
Recommended panel participants include one or more UABC subject matter 
experts, one or more UABC instructors, and a representative from higher headquarters. 
Recommended criteria for selecting instructor participants for the expert panel include: 
5 or more years experience as an instructor, and 
2 or more years assigned as an UABC instructor 
The expert review panel should meet three times to validate the instructional 
content as it is being designed and authored. Meetings of the expert review panel should 
occur between delivery of key deliverables and the IPRs where the deliverables will be 
formally presented and reviewed. This way, input from the expert review panel can be 
related to the development team at the IPR. 
Group trials. Group trials can be a valuable evaluation tool so, for the sake of 
completeness, a plan for the conduct of these trails is offered here. Conduct of such 
group trials is the responsibility of, and at the discretion of, the training center. If the 
training center elects to conduct small group trials, they can commence as soon as the 
first lesson courseware is authored and can continue as additional lessons are authored. 
This phased approach to group trials must be coordinated closely with the developer. 
The purpose of group trials is to determine weaknesses, errors, or problems in the 
courseware and its supporting material. These trials test the courseware to ensure 
accuracy of program flow, content, and media components. Typically, group trials 
involve three to five volunteers selected from the target audience. These volunteers 
should fall within a predetermined range of: (1) aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior 
knowledge, (5) prerequisite completion, and (6) background experience. 
Volunteers for the trials should be selected from the upper percentage range in 
aptitude and background because: 
These volunteers are often more likely to point out and analyze weaknesses in the 
instruction and materials. 
If better volunteers cannot learn the material, less capable students may not be 
able to learn the material. 
Operational tryouts. Operational tryouts use a statistical methodology to 
determine if the instructional and learning objectives of the IMI courseware are met (i.e., 
the course is valid). In the case of UABC, they will also serve to validate the technical 
implementation and proper functioning of the courseware. Typically, operational tryouts 
use a sample of approximately 20 from the target audience. These volunteers should fall 
within a predetermined range of: (1) aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior knowledge, 
(5) prerequisite completion, and (6) background experience. 
Volunteers for the trials should be selected from the upper percentage range in 
aptitude and background because: 
These volunteers are often more likely to point out and analyze weaknesses in the 
instruction and materials. 
If better volunteers cannot learn the material, less capable students may not be 
able to learn the material. 
Testing and data collection procedures. The evaluation of this IMI courseware 
will be accomplished in two parts, content and technical validation. 
1. Content Validation. The purpose of this portion of the evaluation will be to 
ensure the IMI content is consistent with doctrine and the approved courseware. 
This portion of the evaluation will be accomplished by the review of the 
courseware by subject matter experts and students. 
2. Technical Validation. The purpose of this portion of the evaluation will be to 
ensure the IMI courseware meets the statement of work to be playable on the 
minimum TRADOC Plan for Reengineering Information System Modernization 
(TPRISM) FY 99 equipment configuration. This portion of the evaluation will be 
accomplished at ~ 4 ' ~  USARRTC and accessed at student workstations from CD- 
ROM. Distributive Learning Strategies Center staff are prepared to conduct the 
test, with Training Development Directorate and Training Center staff observing. 
The technical evaluation will ensure a student can enter, navigate, view, hear, 
print, and exit the courseware. 
3. Testers. The Training Center will provide students to participate in the 
validation of this courseware. These students will reflect a varied mixture of 
background, skills, knowledge, and abilities. 
4. Testing Results Data. Students will complete a checklist to document the test 
technical playability results. This will indicate whether each area of testing is 
acceptable or not. The test results will be documented in a revision of this 
document and will consist of the filled in script matrix and a text discussion of the 
results. 
Evaluation Procedures 
Design reviews. Each design review has its own associated processes. For the 
purposes of training evaluation, the following steps will ensure training content and 
execution is evaluated in conjunction with the Delivery Order review process. 
All stakeholders participate in IPR 
Provide feedback from Expert Review at IPR 
Present red-lined deliverables at IPR 
Discuss feedback at IPR 
Figure 1 shows specific deliverables to be reviewed at each design review and 
identifies data collection instruments. 
Figure 1 : Design review and data collection instruments 
All data and feedback from design reviews must be compiled by training center 
representatives and turned over to the development team at the conclusion of the IPR. 
The development team is required to summarize major isdues and required changes in 
IPR minutes. The training center should review these minutes carefully to validate that 
they are an accurate reflection of the discussion and conclusions drawn from the IPR. 
Expert Review. Expert review meetings should be held in advance of scheduled 
IPRs. For each expert review meeting, the training center should adhere to the following 
process. 
o Receive and distribute deliverable prior to Expert Review Panel Meeting 
o Convene Expert Review Panel Meeting 
o Mark-up deliverable, as required 
o Fill out expert review forms, as required 
o Compile expert review forms for IPR 
Data Collection Instrument 
Red-lined IMDP 
Written comments 
Red-lined flow charts 
Corrected/updated information 
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Draft Final Courseware 
The training center is responsible for the collection of the Expert Review Panel 
and the subsequent submittal of data to the development team. 
All data and feedback from Expert Review Panel meetings must be compiled and 
turned over to the development team at the conclusion of the associated IPR. The 
development team is required to summarize major issues and required changes in IPR 
minutes. The training center should review these minutes carefully to validate the 
accuracy of the discussion and conclusions drawn from the expert review and IPR. 
Group trials. For each lesson evaluated through group trials, the training center 
should adhere to the following process (conduct of group trials involves the following 
steps): 
Select student sample 
Evaluate all volunteer and observer comments. 
Compile all required changes to the material. 
Conduct trial for given courseware lesson. 
Administer a student profile form to ensure that each participant belongs to 
the target audience. 
Administer the IMI. 
Monitor and evaluate all soldier comments 
Administer the lesson evaluation form upon completion of each trial. 
A sample size of 23 volunteers that fell within a predetermined range of: (1) 
aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior knowledge, (5) prerequisite completion, and (6) 
background experience were selected from the target audience population and invited to 
attend the first iteration. This group of volunteers would be divided in half, with each 
group completing different surveys, while being observed by evaluators. 
Data and feedback collected during small group trials should be analyzed and 
reported using the following process: 
Compile data collection forms 
Compile statistical data from feedback forms 
Analyzed forms to develop list of required changes 
Report list of required changes to the development team 
Operational Tryouts Process. Operational tryouts validate the technical 
implementation and courseware functions for each lesson through the use of statistical 
analysis of the testing outcomes. Conduct of operational tryouts involves the following 
steps: 
Select student sample 
Conduct trial for given courseware lesson. 
Administer courseware via CD-ROM IMI. 
Administer a student profile form to ensure that each participant belongs 
to the target audience. 
Administer the IMI one lesson at a time. 
Monitor and evaluate all soldier comments. 
Monitor any technical or integration issues 
Administer the student course evaluation survey upon completion of the 
operational tryout. 
Evaluate all volunteer and observer comments. 
Compile all required changes to the material. 
A sample size of 24 volunteers that fell within a predetermined range of: (1) 
aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior knowledge, (5) prerequisite completion, and (6) 
background experience were selected from the target audience population and invited to 
attend the first iteration. 
The operational tryouts data analysis would be conducted by the developer using 
the information collected during the testing session. The results of this analysis will be 
consolidated into a formal report and presented to the training center for their assessment 
and concurrence. The results will be presented as a series of issue statements in a Word 
document that identify the issue raised and address the proposed resolution. Based upon 
the training center's concurrence, these changes will be completed and the deliverable 
will be formally turned over to the 84th USARRTC for their implementation and 
distribution. 
Evaluation coordination and logistics. Figure 2 shows a schedule of all planned 
evaluation events. Date ranges are given to facilitate scheduling for group trials and 
operational tryouts. 
Evaluation Event 
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Figure 2: Schedule of Planned Events 
Evaluation data (course validation summary) compiled under this plan will be 
distributed to the training center and among the training development team. All 
evaluation will take place at Fort McCoy. For the evaluation requiring access to the 
courseware, one of the digital training facilities is recommended. 
Limitations 
A major concern revolved around the fact that the contract for courseware 
development was for what TRADOC calls a level 1 with some element of level 2. The 
UABC Phase I was developed with minor control features and had the features of a "page 
turner ." 
2. The final product for UABC Phase I was received from the contractor in May 
2004, one year after the original date scheduled for completion of the product. A 
decision was made to combine the group trials and operational tryouts due to time 
constraints. The original plan was to upgrade the courseware internally after receipt from 
Courseware 
Feb 04 
, instructional content 
validated 
Test items validated 
the contractor, however, when receipt of the courseware was delayed, the Command 
thought it was important to stick with the scheduled implementation date. This 
trialltryout was evaluated using a combination of traits from each. The decision to 
validate both Phase I and Phase I1 at the same time was approved in July 2004, by the 
Commandant. 
Conclusion 
This training evaluation plan has specified the procedures that will be used to 
evaluate UABC IMI courseware. The objective of the evaluation is to validate the 
courseware content, the adequacy of the learning environment, and to verify the 
courseware functions in the intended operational environment. This plan has discussed 
the type and method of evaluation, the evaluation steps to be taken, procedures for 
collecting information, instruments to be used in collection, procedures for data analysis, 
and the methods of reporting findings. 
The schedule for the evaluation is described and the resource requirements are 
listed. This document is intended to define an all-encompassing evaluation of the IMI 
courseware with the evaluation roles and responsibilities spanning both PNlTC and the 
development team. It is incumbent on both to approach this plan with good faith and a 
spirit of cooperation in order to maximize the benefit and value of the developed 
courseware; only then will a truly comprehensive evaluation of the courseware within the 
scope of the work be accomplished. 
Chapter IV: Results 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the redesigned UABC, identifying both 
intended and unintended outcomes so decision-makers can make necessary adjustments 
in the instructional program. The ~ 4 ' ~  USARRTC needs a course validation summary and 
a course evaluation plan as a means of meeting requirements of the SAT, which requires 
that new or revised courses be evaluated and validated for all functional training. 
Because blended traininglweb-based training is new to the organization, the evaluation of 
this new program is extremely important. 
This training evaluation plan leveraged three methods: content validation, group 
trials, and operational tryouts. Content reviews, group trials, and operational tryouts are 
recommended to offer a more proactive role in the validation of design, content, and 
implementation. With the reduced validation schedule, it was determined that the 
instructional and learning objectives of the IMI courseware were critical and in the case 
of UABC, they would also serve to validate the technical implementation and proper 
functioning of the courseware. Data collection and feedback forms were collected during 
these trials/tryouts, and were analyzed. 
Content Review Findings 
Content reviews were conducted at the discretion of the training center. The 
instructor participants met the requirements of at least two or more years assigned as an 
UABC instructor. The Expert Review Panel reviewed the product three times to validate 
the instructional content as it was designed and authored. 
All data and feedback from Expert Review Panel meetings was compiled and 
turned over to the development team at the conclusion of the associated IPR. The 
development team reviewed draft instructional materials for content validity. 
All instances where the instructional materials were not doctrinally and 
technically correct; did not include sufficient detail; were not written in the Anny Writing 
Style; did not use language that the target audience would understand; and used 
references that are not current, appropriate, or applicable were corrected. 
A major concern revolved around the fact that the contract for courseware 
development was for, what TRADOC calls a level 1 with some element of level 2. The 
UABC Phase I was developed with minor control features and had the features of a "page 
turner". The development team requested candid input and support with validating the 
course content and tests designed to train new UAs in the functional duties of their 
position. 
Group Trials Findings Phase I. A sample size of 23 volunteers that fell within a 
predetermined range of: (1) aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior knowledge, (5) 
prerequisite completion, and (6) background experience were selected from the target 
audience population and invited to attend the Phase I IMI product group trial scheduled 
18 through 22 October 2004. This group of volunteers was further divided into two 
groups, with each group completing different surveys, while being observed by 
evaluators. Phase 11, resident phase, followed immediately from 25 October through 5 
November 2004. Data and feedback collected during the group trials was analyzed and 
reported. 
The evaluation of this IMI courseware was accomplished in two parts. The first 
part was to validate the content. The purpose of this portion of the evaluation will be to 
ensure the IMI content is consistent with doctrine and the approved courseware. This 
portion of the evaluation was accomplished by the review of the courseware by the 
student volunteers. This portion of the evaluation was accomplished at 84th USARRTC 
and accessed at student workstations from CD-ROM. This trial was conducted with 
training developers observing. The technical evaluation ensured a student can enter, 
navigate, view, hear, print, and exit the courseware. Each student received a survey titled 
Validation Volunteer IMI Courseware Data Collection Sheet. Twelve students were 
assigned to version 1 and 11 students were assigned to version 2. The second part was 
the technical validation. The purpose of this portion of the evaluation will be to ensure 
the IMI courseware meets the statement of work to be playable on the minimum 
TRADOC Plan for Reengineering Information System Modernization equipment 
configuration. This second part will be validated in the second and third pilot groups. 
Responsesfor Phase Ifor Group Trials Version I .  Seventy-five percent of the 
students answered yes to the first question: "Identify whether or not the program had the 
following capabilities" ("Were you able to loadlstart the program with out any 
problems," etc). Fifty-four percent of the students answered yes to the second question: 
"Describe how you rate the following aspects of the courseware" ("Were you given 
instructions, manuals, or other materials to assist with loading, starting, or completing the 
courseware," etc). Seventy-eight percent of the students answered yes to the third 
question: "Describe how you rate the following aspects of the courseware" ("Did you feel 
comfortable working with this objective," etc). Seventy-two percent of the students 
answered yes to the fourth question: "Describe the following aspects of how the screens 
are designed." Seventy-four percent of the students answered yes to the fifth question: 
"Rate the how well you felt that the following areas of the objective worked" ("Did the 
program provide feedback on your progress," etc). See Appendices A and B for more 
information. 
Responses for Phase Ifor Group Trials Version 2. In this version, either yes or 
no could be positive depending on the question. Questions two through six, eight, nine, 
11, 12, 15 through 17, 19,22,23,32,34, and 36 had means greater than 90% or less than 
10% were questions to which students answered positively. Means between 1 1 and 25% 
and 75 and 89% that students answered somewhat positively to were questions 1, 7, 10, 
18,20,24,26,30, 31, 33, and 35. Means between 26 and 74% were questions 13, 14,21, 
25,27,28, and 29. See Appendices C and D for more information. 
Student Responses for Phase I for Group Trials Version 1 and 2. Students' 
responses are recorded in below in Table 1. The biggest concern students had was that 
there was not enough hands on with practical exercises, practice, or examples. The next 
two categories about screen format had eight to six comments about being too wordy or 
too lengthy and not enough interaction. 
Table 1 
Student Commentsfiom Group Trials 
Number of Students 
Student Comments Having Same or 
Similar Comment 
1. No practical exercises / not enough practice / examples 70 
2. Screen format - too wordyltoo much readingllengthyhoring 46 
3. Screen format - need audio / visual I interaction 40 
4. Screen design - cluttered / more than one point or idea 39 
5. No scores or scores not stored 35 
6. Need more realistic feedback throughout lesson not just Check 3 4 
On Learning 
7. Computer slow 1 froze 3 1 
8. Screen format - print too small to read or use different font 29 
9. Information difficult to grasp / need more information or detail 25 
10. Screen format - spelling / grammar errors / incorrect statement 24 
1 1. Could correct only after wrong selection in Check On Lrng 17 
12. Objective was challenging 17 
13. Lesson info conflicted wlanother lesson 1 repeated info 10 
14. Self-paced - complete at your own pace 
15. Technical Terms / Definitions not explained 
16. Screen format - easy to read 6 
17. Easy to navigate / not easy to understand (2) 6 
18. Supporting manuals were available, but repeated 
19. Conflicted wlcurrent and local policy 
Pretest / Posttest. Twenty-three students from the first iteration were given a 
pretest and a posttest for Phase I. The average score for the pretest was 15.5 (30%). The 
average score for the posttest was 34.2 (66%). There was an increase of 18.7 (36%) 
points. The test items most often missed (less than five) were 3,7, 8, 14, 18,20,23, 30, 
3 1, 32, 35, 36, 37,43,45, and 49. The test items most often answered correctly (greater 
than fifteen) were 12, 15, 16,26,27,40, and 50. Item discrimination conducted on the 
test indicated that 23 of the 52 questions should be discarded. 
This officially ended the group trials for Phase I. The following data collected was 
classified as Operational Tryouts for all three groups. Phase I IMI only required the 
group trials validation. 
Operational Tryouts Findings for Phase I 
Second and Third Phase I Validation Groups. With the reduced validation 
schedule, it was determined that the instructional and learning objectives of the IMI 
courseware were critical and in the case of UABC, they would also serve to validate the 
technical implementation and proper functioning of the courseware. Data collection and 
feedback forms were collected during the operational tryouts and were analyzed. This 
sample size was to focus on the technical implementation and proper functions of the 
courseware at their home station (place of employment). This portion of the evaluation 
will be accomplished at the students unit of assignment and accessed at workstations over 
the internet. The technical evaluation ensured a student can enter, navigate, view, hear, 
print, and exit the courseware at their workstation. Each student received a questionnaire 
to complete and bring along to the first day of the resident Phase 11. 
A sample size of 17 and 2 1 volunteers that fell within a predetermined range of: 
(1) aptitude, (2) skills, (3) attitude, (4) prior knowledge, (5) prerequisite completion, and 
(6) background experience, were selected from the target audience population and invited 
to attend the second and third iteration. For the second iteration which started 29 
November 2004 and the third iteration which started 4 January 2005, Phase I was 
available online starting on 25 October 2004. These students were given an information 
sheet with directions to access Phase I on the 84th USARRTC Virtual University located 
on the ARRTC Home page (https://arrtc.mccoy.army.mil). The second group had one 
month and the third group had two months prior to Resident Phase I1 start date to 
complete Phase I. 
Another survey was completed at the end of the Phase I trial for a response rate of 
100%. This survey was given to all three iterations including the sample size of 23 
volunteers from the first iteration. Most of the 57 students responded to all items on the 
questionnaire. In some cases, however, students either overlooked a question or for some 
reason chose not to provide an answer. The reported data percentages are based only on 
the responses provided by the students unless otherwise noted. 
Part one of the survey asked general questions pertaining to the administration of 
computer-based instruction. Of the 58 respondents, 68% stated that they had taken two 
or less computer-based courses while 32% had taken three or more computer-based 
courses. When asked to rate their level of confidence with computers, 16% rated 
themselves as superior; 32% rated themselves excellent; 39% rated themselves as good; 
and the remaining 13% rated themselves as fair; not one respondent rated themselves as 
poor. 
The survey asked six additional questions about computer-based instruction. The 
respondents were able to respond to these six questions using a five-point Likert Scale 
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. Data regarding the percentage of 
responses is provided in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Survey Results for End of Phase 1 IMI Operational Tryouts 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly 
Agree Opinion Disagree 
Computer-based instruction is an 
effective way to learn this 12.73% 65.45% 10.91% 10.91% 0% 
knowledge-based subject matter. 
I enjoyed learning this subject 
matter by computer. 12.73% 47.27% 5.45% 32.73% 1.82% 
The learning objectives for each 
module were met. 12.5% 58.93% 10.71% 12.5% 5.36% 
Phase I helped me learn the subject 
matter content. 12.5% 66.07% 12.5% 8.93% 0% 
More training is necessary to 
perform the skills identified in 23.64% 49.09% 12.73% 10.91% 3.64% 
Phase I. 
Phase I will improve my job 
performance capabilities. 20.00% 61.82% 7.27% 10.91% 0% 
Seventy-eight percent of the students who answered the first question either 
strongly agreed or agreed that computer-based instruction is an effective way to learn 
knowledge-based subject matter. Sixty percent of the students who answered the second 
question either strongly agreed or agreed that they enjoyed learning this subject matter by 
computer. Seventy-one percent of the students who answered the third question either 
strongly agreed or agreed that the learning objectives for each module were met. 
Seventy-nine percent of the students who answered the fourth question either strongly 
agreed or agreed that Phase I helped them learn the subject matter content. Seventy-three 
percent of the students who answered the fifth question either strongly agreed or agreed 
that they would need more training to perform the skills identified in Phase I. Eighty-two 
percent of the students who answered the sixth question either strongly agreed or agreed 
that Phase I would improve their job performance capabilities. See Table 3 for more 
information. 
Table 3 
Student Comments about Phase I j?om End of Phase I IMI Operational Tryouts 
Students 
Student Comments with Same 
or Similar 
Comments 
Connectivity and technical difficulties / problems 12 
Self-paced was convenient and flexible 12 
Unable to print hard copy 6 
Too much information on some pages and too many pages. 5 
I need more instructor input. 4 
Checks on Learning, gave me ability to instantly review mistakes. 4 
Need more practical exercises / examples / interaction / audio / visual 4 
Helped me learn the foundation before Phase 11. Excellent for new UAs 4 
I can always reference it online. Great future job aide / reference material. 3 
Monotonous and boring 2 
It didn't mark the courses completed / restarting the course. 2 
Operational Tryouts Findings for Phase 11 
Phase I1 started with a written open-book test on the subjects covered in Phase I 
followed by the hands-on learning experience slated for Phase 11. Phase I1 incorporated a 
majority of the knowledge-based information from Phase I into the hands-on 
performances designed for Phase I1 as well as other subject areas specifically designed 
for Phase 11. During the conduct of this trial, periodic verbal after-action reviews were 
conducted and surveys were administered to gather data for making improvements to 
both course content and the learning strategy employed for both phases (See Appendix 
El. 
Eighty-two percent of the students thought the course length was just right. Nine 
percent of the students though the course length was too short. Seven percent of the 
students thought the course length was too long. One hundred percent of the students 
would recommend the course to others. See Table 4 for more information. 
Table 4 
Survey Results for End of Phase II (Resident Course) for Operational Tryouts 
Questions Operational Operational Operational Mean SD 
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 
Overall quality of course 4.19 4.76 4.76 4.57 0.329 
Relevance to my job 4.8 4.76 4.8 4.79 0.023 
Personal value to me 4.61 4.82 4.71 4.71 0.105 
Course objectives were met 4.14 4.71 4.57 4.47 0.297 
Training activities 4.04 4.53 4.52 4.36 0.280 
Knowledge of instructors 4.6 1 4.76 4.9 4.76 0.145 
Quality of written materials 3.9 4.47 4.38 4.25 0.306 
Appropriateness of topics 4.3 4.65 4.66 4.54 0.205 
Logical flow of topics 4.28 4.47 4.14 4.3 0.166 
All classroom observations were satisfactory with all objectives at least minimally 
met. Discussions with students found all students had a favorable opinion of the course. 
AAR feedback address a wide array of issues, however no trends were evident. 
Limitations 
Typically, group trials involve three to five volunteers selected from the target 
audience. This group trial was larger than needed due to the fact that the operational 
tryouts were being conducted jointly. The purpose of having two groups in the group 
trial, 11 volunteers in one group and 12 volunteers in the other, was to simulate as closely 
as possible the recommended trial group. The purpose of group trials is to determine 
weaknesses, errors, or problems in the courseware and its supporting material. These 
trials test the courseware to ensure accuracy of program flow, content, and media 
components. 
Conclusions 
The purpose of operational tryouts is to test the instructional materials under 
actual training conditions, using the target audience for which it was developed. The goal 
of conducting an operational tryout is to determine if the materials are ready for fielding. 
The tryout(s) allows the training developer to gather information, by conducting the 
training with the actual students from the target audience. In-depth interviews or surveys 
conducted with each of the students allows for gathering more information about the 
quality of the materials. Content was validated and logistical, technical, and educational 
problems were identified. Surveys and observations were analyzed and a list of required 
changes to both Phase I and Phase I1 were recommended for the UABC. The findings of 
the current research indicate that Phase I learners have not mastered course materials nor 
were they challenged by Phase I course materials and are unable to progress to the next 
phase unless they have an open-book test upon entry into Phase 11. 
Chapter V: Discussion 
Introduction 
Evaluation is the cornerstone of quality training (U. S. Army, 2004~). 
Implementation of Army training and the return on investment of major resource 
investments heighten the criticality of having training products that are efficient and 
effective and in compliance with Department of the Army and TRADOC policy and 
guidance. 
Evaluation is one of the five phases of the Army's SAT process (U. S. Army, 
1999). As such, it is a dynamic process that can occur as formal internal and external 
evaluations or informal feedback between the student and instructor. It ensures 
implementation of training and TD programs, processes, and guidance required by law or 
regulations. It verifies the use of the SAT process in the analysis, design, and 
development of training and training products. It impacts analysis decisions (i.e., whether 
or not there is a need for training1 training products; who needs the training; and what 
tasks are trained) and each of the other SAT phases: design, development, and 
implementation. It provides feedback to decision makers on effectiveness and 
appropriateness of both the product development process as well as the training programs 
and products. It identifies training, training products, and training1TD management 
deficiencies; recommends corrective actions; and follows up to ensure corrections. 
Evaluation is a continuous process that starts during the analysis phase and 
continues throughout the development and life cycle of the instructional system (U. S. 
Army, 2004~). Feedback from the evaluation process is used to modify the training 
program as necessary. To ensure continuing quality of the fielded system, operational 
evaluations consisting of both internal (schoolhouse) and external (field feedback) 
evaluations, provide the necessary periodic feedback for the life cycle of the operating 
system. A key element in evaluation planning is the development of metrics to support 
the evaluation process. 
Limitations 
This study will not address the cost effectiveness of the U. S. Army Reserve 
Command directing conversion of UABC in order to "cut the cost" of training. Return on 
investment benefits of the training were not determined. 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the redesigned UABC, identifying both 
intended and unintended outcomes so decision-makers can make necessary adjustments 
in the instructional program. In Chapter Three, a course evaluation 1 validation plan was 
developed and in Chapter Four a course validation summary was conducted. Both 
provided the means of meeting requirements of the SAT, which requires that new or 
revised courses be evaluated and validated for all functional training. Because web-based 
training is new to the organization, the evaluation of this new program is extremely 
important. 
Outsourcing much of the training development, especially multimedia 
development for Phase I IMI, increased the criticality of evaluating and validating the 
course. The findings of the current research along with previous findings suggest that the 
Unit Administration Basic Course has minimally met the established validation criteria 
but is acceptable for training with some modification. Based on the group trials and 
operational tryouts, the Unit Administration Basic Course, both Phase I and 11, should be 
introduced on a limited basis and problems uncovered by the group trials and operational 
tryouts should be monitored further. In Training through distance learning: An 
assessment of researchfindings (1 999), Dr. Robert Wisher states that: 
"Successful DL programs will continue to require a stronger and more 
comprehensive evaluation component. Evaluation is unlikely to be successful if 
performed an "add on" or conducted by someone without the proper skills in 
evaluation theory and methodology, experimental and quasi-experimental design, 
criteria development, measurement theory, and statistical analysis." 
The findings of the current research indicate that Phase I learners have not 
mastered course materials nor were they challenged by Phase I course materials and are 
unable to progress to the next phase unless they have an open-book test upon entry into 
Phase 11. 
Recommendations 
(1) Recommend an upgrade to a higher level of interactivity for the IMI to assist 
learners in mastering courseware. This will also make the course more challenging for 
learners. The interaction of learners with the courseware is a key factor in both the cost 
and effectiveness of IMI. TRADOC Pam 350-70-2 describes four levels of interactivity 
ranging from low-level to real-time simulations. 
(2) Continue to monitor the change in skill or knowledge level as a result of 
training to assist learners in mastering courseware. 
(3) Conduct three to six month surveys to evaluate transfer of learning to 
behavior on the job. 
(4) Conduct training for training developers and instructors to improve skills and 
knowledge for distributive learning. The Army TD force will need to be highly skilled in 
the SAT process and the use of information age technologies; it also will need to build 
and lead TD teams of subject matter experts, contractors, and evaluators from a pool that 
is steadily declining personnel and monetary resources to develop both effective and 
efficient training products. 
(5) Schedule a task review board to determine if current UA job description and 
current task list are current. 
(6) In the future, select the most effective technique to present course content. 
An essential element of the DL courseware production process is to integrate distributive 
learning into course evaluation and validation plans in future redesigns. 
(7) Develop an evaluation / validation plan early in the process, using realistic 
timeframes. A validation plan provides IMI developers with a roadmap for validating the 
IMI. The plan provides organization to the process, and adds credibility, by providing a 
documented process for the validation. The evaluation/validation plan should address all 
the validation requirements and the specific information for the following: 
(1) Description of the instruction validated (e.g., learning objectives, method, and 
media); (2) Who conducts the validation; (3) Validation location; (4) Facilities and 
equipment required; (5) Number and availability of students in the target population; (6) 
Roles and responsibilities of validation team members; (7) Instruction to the students; (8) 
Validation procedures; (9) Validation schedules; (10) Description of how the results are 
documented; (1 1) Contingency plans; and (12) Validation report requirements. 
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Appendix A: Validation Volunteer IMI Courseware Data Collection Sheet Version 1 
Objective IVurnber 1 Title 
1. Identify whether or not the program had the following capabilities: 
I a. Were vou able to load the program with out any problems? I 
b. Were you able to start the program with out any problems? 
1 c. Did the program operate properly each time? 
' d. Did all the links in the programs work correctly? 
e. When you finished an objective or lesson, were you informed of your 
f. Did the program allow you a second chance to answer a question correctly? 
g. Did the program indicate where it was storing your records? 
h. Could you restart the lesson if you accidentally terminated the program? 
i. Could you leave the courseware and return to the spot where you left off (leave 
a bookmark)? 
k. Did you ever find yourself in the wrong spot in the courseware? Was it input 
~ 
or a program 
error? 
Identify any problems encountered. 
2. Describe how you rate the following aspects of the courseware: 
1 a. Were you given instructions, manuals, or other materials to assist with l o a d i n a  
- 
starting, or completing the courseware? 
b. Were any supporting manuals/instructions, or other materials, clear and 
adequate? 
3. Describe the following aspects of the courseware: 
1 a. Did you feel comfortable working with this objective? 
b. Did the program allow enough practice so that you felt that you could 
successfully perform the objective being trained? 
e. Did you feel that you wanted to complete the objective? 
g. Did you feel that there was enough meaningful interaction with the program? 
( h. Did you feel that you could control the pace at which you worked through the 1 
1 i. Were the learning activitieslsteps used appropriate for the content? 
j. Was the level of detail in the lesson appropriate for the content? 
k. Were you given a chance to reviewlredo activitieslsteps that you had a hard 
1 time mastering? I 
1. Were the examples used realistic? 
Explain how it could be improved. 
4. Describe the following aspects of how the screens are designed: 
a. Were the screen format(s) appropriate? 
1 b. Did the speed of content display and motion detract from the objective? 
1 c. Were the screen format(s) easy to readlfollow? I 
d. Was the look of the screens consistent? 
e. Did you see any spelling errors? 
1 f. Was proper grammar used? I g. Did you feel that the screens were uncluttered? - 
I h. Did you feel that the screen design highlighted the important information? 
i. Did each screen present no more than one new point or 
j. Did you feel that the font was easy to read? I Explain how it could be improved. 
- - -  -- 
5. Rate the how well you felt that the following areas of the objective worked: 
a. Could you undo your mistakes? 
b. Did the program provide feedback on your progress? 
1 c. Could you use the navigational aids and controls without having to figure out I 
how they worked? 
I d. Did the menus help you orient yourself within the objective? 
e. Were menu choices clear? 
f. Did the menus provide a visual indication when you completed a section? 
g. Was the end of the objective clearly identified? - 
h. Could you leave the courseware and return to the spot. where you left off (leave 1 
1 a bookmark)? 1 
1 Explain how it could be improved. 
Appendix B: Validation IMI Courseware for Group Trials Version I 
Types of Training * 
Participation Requirements 
I Emerrrencv Data Card 
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance 
I Dutv Oualification 
60% 
72% 
Periods of Service 
Mobilization Reauirements 














Personnel Qualification Records 





Selected Reserve Montgomery GI Bill 71% 50% 81% 78% 71% 







Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions 















USAR Record of Reserve Training 
Advancement / Promotion Eligibility 
Family Care Plan 
Unit Commander's Pay Management Rpt 





Line of Duty 
Publications (Initial Distribution / Resupply) * * 



















































Appendix C: Validation Volunteer IMI Courseware Data Collection Sheet Version 2 
Objective Number I Title 
1. Did you find that the speed at which the screens were displayed distracted from 
the lesson? 
2. Was the use of motion detracting? 
3. Could you control the pace of the instruction? 
4. Was the screen design distracting? 
5. Was screen format easy to read I follow? 
6. Was the style consistently maintained throughout the lesson I module? 
7. Were any technical terms used that were not explained or you did not understand 
the definition? 
8. Was the language used easy to understand? 
9. Was the screen design cluttered? 
10. Did the screen design highlight the important information? 
1 1. Was only one point I idea presented on the screen at a time? 
12. Were the fonts easy to read? 
13. Could you undo any mistakes made in practical exercises that you realized you 
made prior to grading? 
14. Did the courseware provide feedback on your progress as you proceeded through 
the lesson? 
15. Were navigational aids and controls easy to understand? 
16. Did the menus orient you to where you were within the courseware? 
17. Were menu choices clear? 
1 18. If you made a mistake in your menu selection, could you back up? I 
19. Did the menus indicate when you had completed a topic or lesson? 
20. Were the input devices (mouse, keyboard, touch screen, etc.) appropriate for the 
material you were studying? 
21. Were keyboard equivalents for other input methods indicated? 
22. Was the end of the lesson clearly identified? 
23. Did you ever find yourself at the wrong spot in the courseware? 
24. Were you informed of your score on the lesson after you finished the lesson, but 
before your exited the program? 
25. On practical exercise questions, could you correct y our input? 
26. On practical exercise questions, were you given more than one chance to get the 
right answer? Were the allowed numbers of attempts appropriate? 
27. On test questions, could you c correct your input before you pushed the submit 
button? 
28 .  Did the program identify correctly where your lesson records were being stored? 
29 .  Could you restart the lesson if you accidentally terminated the program? 
30. Could you leave the courseware and return to the spot where you left off (leave a 
bookmark)? 
3 1. Were supporting manuals 1 documentation clear and adequate? 
32 .  Were all instructions clear and adequate? 
33. Were practice opportunities appropriate for the content being taught? 
34. Were examples and situations used realistic? 
35. Was the style of graphics consistent within and between lesson(s)? 
36. Did the information in one lesson conflict with or contradict information in 
another lesson? 
Explain how it could be improved: 
Appendix D: Validation IMI Courseware for Group Trials Version 2 
Questions Mean 
speed at which the screens were displayed 
1 distracted from the lesson? 25 
2. Was the use of motion detracting? 0 
3. Could you control the pace of the instruction? 98  
4. Was the screen design distracting? 6 
- 
5. Was screen format easy to read I follow? 97 
6. Was the style consistently maintained throughout the lesson I module? 99  
7. Were any technical terms used that were not explained or you did not 
understand the definition? 22 
8. Was the language used easy to understand? 97 
9. Was the screen design cluttered? 9 
Did the screen design highlight the important information? 8 7  
1 1. Was only one point I idea presented on the screen at a time? 9 1 
12. Were the fonts easy to read? 96 
13. Could you undo any mistakes made in PEs that you realized you made 
prior to grading? 54 
1 14. Did the courseware provide feedback on your progress as you proceeded 
1 through the lesson? 1 55 
Were navigational aids and controls easy 
I 16. Did the menus orient vou to where vou were within the courseware? 
17. Were menu choices clear? 9 9 
18. If vou made a mistake in vour menu selection, could vou back uv? 86  
19. Did the menus indicate when you had completed a topic or Alesson? 
appropriate for the material you were studying? 77 
for other input methods indicated? 44 
1 22. Was the end of the lesson clearly identified? 
23. Did you ever find yourself at the wrong spot in the courseware? 
24. Were you informed of your score on the lesson after you finished the 
lesson, before your exited? 
25. On practical exercise questions, could you correct your input? 
26. On practical exercise questions, were you given more than one chance to 
get the right answer? 
27. On test questions, could you correct your input before you pushed the 
submit button? 
28. Did the program identify correctly where your lesson records were being 
stored? 
29. Could you restart the lesson if you accidentally terminated the program? 
30. Could you leave the courseware and return to the spot where you left off 
(leave a bookmark)? 
3 1. Were supporting manuals / documentation clear and adequate? 
32. Were all instructions clear and adequate? 
33. Were practice opportunities appropriate for the content being taught? 
34. Were examples and situations used realistic? 
35. Was the style of graphics consistent within and between lesson(s)? 
36. Did the information in one lesson conflict with or contradict information 









































Appendix E: Unit Administrator Basic Course (UABC) Survey 
POI 921 -1 10, Student Feedback 
Phase 1 
Directions: Your feedback is vitally important for the ARRTC to be successful in 
meeting the training needs of our students. 
PART 1 
1. How many other computer-based courses have you taken? 
a. None b. 1 to 2 c. 3 to 5 d. 6 or more 
2. How would you rate your level of confidence with computers? 
a. Superior: Able to program 
b. Excellent: Able to use most operating systems or application software 
c. Good: Able to use at least one operating system (Windows, DOS, etc.) and some 
software applications, (i.e. word processor, spread sheet) 
d. Fair: Able to use at least one word processor program without assistance 
Microsoft Word) 
e. Poor: Not able to use a word processing program without help. No computer 
experience. 
3. Computer-based instruction is an effective way to learn this knowledge-based subject 
matter. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
4. I enjoyed learning this subject matter by computer. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
5. The learning objectives for each module were met. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
6. Phase I helped me learn the subject matter content. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
7. More training is necessary to perform the skills identified in Phase I. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
8. Phase I will improve my job performance capabilities. 
a. Strongly Agree 
b. Agree 
c. No Opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly Disagree 
9. Was there anything particular you liked about Phase I, UABC? If yes, what? 
a. Yes b. IVo 
10. Is there anything in particular you disliked about Phase I? If yes, what? 
a. Yes b. No 
Part 2 
Directions: Check or complete the blocks below that best apply to or explain your 
current situation. 
Current Duty Position Title, MOS, AOC, andlor civilian job title (GSIWG, etc.) 
If civilian, what civilian job series 1 grade are you? 
As a Military Technician, what is your military rank and qualification? 
If AGR soldier, what AOC I MOS do you have? 
How did you receive your AOCIMOS Training? Initial 
Reclassification 
Time in MOSIAOC: Years Months 
Time in Service: Years Months 
High School Graduate: Yes No 
Tech School Graduate: Yes No 
Major: 
College Graduate: Yes No Yrs Completed 
Major: 
If known or applicable, your AFQT or GT Score: 
Appendix F: Pilot Observation Guide 
ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION 
COURSE: Unit Administration Basic Course (92 1 - 1 10) 
NAME OF BLOCK: 




1 NUMBER OF STUDENTS: 
DATE: 
SCHEDULED TIME STARTED: 
SCHEDULED TIME COMPLETED: 




Written student comments: 
5 = excellent 4 = very good 3 = good 2 = needs improvement 1 = poor 
Overall quality of the class 
Relevance to my job 
Personal value to me 
Class objectives were met 
Training activities 
Knowledge of instructor 
Quality of written materials 
Appropriateness of topic 
Logical flow of topic 
10. Length of Class 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
5 4 3 2 1 
Just right Too long Too short 
Please list any other suggestions you have on how to improve this class? 
12. Student comments from verbal AAR: 
13. Pilot Observations (TDD): 
TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE: 
(Was it presented? Did it match the POI? Was it met? If not, where did it fall short?) 
b. MOTIVATORIWIIFMITIE IN 
(Was it presented? Was subject tied to other blocks on instruction that occurred 
before or will apply to in later blocks?) 
c. TRAINING METHODS 
(Were the training methods appropriate to TLO? See TRADOC Reg 350-70, App H) 
HANDOUTSITRAINING AIDS 
(Were they present where they needed to be? Did they include enough information? 
What things could be added? Deleted? Are they mistake free? What changes should be 
made?) 
Did they support the learning of the TLO?) 
STUDENT INVOLVEMEIVT 
(Were the students actively involved in the training? Were the students given an 
opportunity to practice tasks? Was there a check on learning conducted?) 
PRACTICAL EXERCISESICHECK ON LEARNING 
(Was the time allotted for the PE too much or too little? When did the first student get 
done versus the last student? Were the directions clear? Did the PEs support the 
learning/TLO? Did they build on each other if there were more than one?) 
TIME ALLOCATION 
(Was there enough time for this subject and other parts of this class? Too much? Too 
little?) 
TESTING 
(Consider the following: Was the time too little or too much? Were the directions 
clear? Did the test measure the TLOs? What types of questions did the students have?) 
SUMMARIZE 
(Did the instructor summarize the subject?) 
Appendix G: UABC Evaluation Form 
Thank you for completing this evaluation. It will help us improve future courses. 
Name: (optional) Course Number: 
Please circle the number that best represents your evaluation of each of the following 
course criteria: 
5 = excellent 4 = very good 3 = good 2 = needs improvement 1 = poor 
1. Overall quality of the course 5 4 3 2 1 
2. Relevance to my job 5 4 3 2 1 
3. Personal value to me 5 4 3 2 1 
4. Course objectives were met 5 4 3 2 1 
5. Training activities 5 4 3 2 1 
6. Knowledge of instructors 5 4 3 2 1 
7. Quality of written materials 5 4 3 2 1 
8. Appropriateness of topics 5 4 3 2 1 
9. Logical flow of topics 5 4 3 2 1 
10. Precourse information 5 4 3 2 1 
1 1. Length of Course Just right Too long Too short 
12. Would you recommend this course to others? 
- 
13. What topics would you add or expand upon? Why? 
14. What topics would you cut back on or eliminate? Why? 
- - -  . . .  . 
15. What will you do differently on the job as a result of this course? 
16. Please list any other suggestions you have on how to improve this course? 
Appendix H: Unit Administrator Job Description 
Serves as the principal administrator responsible for performance of a variety of 
technical, analytical, advisory, liaison and coordinating duties for the USAR Unit 
Commander in accomplishing the overall functions of the unit. Plans and establishes 
priorities; assigns, distributes and reviews work of subordinate unit sections and 
personnel. Manages unit and individual training. Manages personnel, finance and 
automated systems activities. Manages and provides technical review of completed 
personnel actions. Processes a variety of pay actions utilizing Defense Joint Military Pay 
System-Reserve Component and Automated Drill Attendance Reporting Software 
systems. Manages unit supply program. Serves as the key point of contact regarding 
recruitment and retention for the unit. 
Appendix I: UABC Lessons in Phase I 
I 1. Types of Training 
1 2, Particbation Reauirements, Service Obligations, and Enforcement Procedures I 
3. Emergency Data Card, DD Form 93 
4. servicemen's Group Life Insurance, SGLV Form 8286 
1 5. Dutv Oualification 1 
- 
6. Periods of Service, Retirement Year, and Pay Entry Basic Date 
7. Mobilization Reauirements 
1 8. Alert Roster 1 
1 9. Freedom of Information (FOIA) / Privacv Act (PA) I 
10. Unit Status Report (USR) Personnel Data 
1 1. Personnel Qualification Records (PQR), DA Form 2-1 
1 12. Unit Health and Dental Records, DA Form 8005-Series I 
1 3. Personnel Tempo (PERSTEMPO) 
14. Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions, DA Form 268 
15. Military Personnel Records Jacket (MPRJ), DA Form 201 
16. Selected Reserve GI Bill, DD Form 2384- 1 
18. USAR Record of Reserve Training, DA Form 1379 
19. Advancement / Promotion Eligibility 
20. Family Care Plan 
2 1. Unit Commander's Pay Management Report (UCPMR) 
22. Line of Duty (LD) 
23. Initial Distribution of Publications 














Plan validation activities, and schedule1 
identify resource requirements. 
Begin coordination for sites and personnel, as 
pass each objective on the first attempt of the 
training, in order to determine that the training is 
valid for that objective. 
Value Added 
Save resources*. 
Have everything needed, 
when needed, to avoid 
needed. 
Provide objective basis for validation 
delaying the contract. 
requirements. 
Ensure that the content (doctrine) being trained 
I Determine what percentage of volunteers must I Save resources*. 
is correct, clear, uses current references, and 
includes all the critical information. 
Ensure the contractor1Training Developer is on 
Prevent selection of validation 
requirements that are too high, 
or too low. 
Save resources*. 
Prevent training badlunclear 
content. 
Eliminate problems early. 
the right track. 
Ensure that the learning activities actually work. I t Save resources*. 
A learning activity can appear good in design, 
but not work when tried. Find out before it is 
too late. 
Provide first chance to test operability of 
software on the equipment. 
Volunteers can replace target audience. 
Provide statistical validity that the lessons teach 
the objectives. 
Provide data needed to establish academic and 
total times. 
Provide final change to test operability. 
If contract is to deliver a single lesson, stop here. 
Provide first opportunity to conduct the entire 
phaselcourse with the students. 
Identify conflicts between lessons. 
Eliminate inadequate training 
activities. 
Test software, to verify that it 
will loadplay, before going to 
group trials. 
Save resources*. 
Provide basis for acceptance 
of lessons. 
Provide sufficient validity for 
initial implementation using 
volunteers. 
Verify operability of software. 
Save resources*. 
Provide final assurance that 
the phase or course is ready 
Identifyldocument total resource requirements. I for distribution. 
* Resources include time, money, and manpower. 1 ** May accomplish activity electronically. 
